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Teaching:  As we looked at last week, chapter 15 is really an introduction to chapter 16 

… the seven angels who are to pour out the seven final plagues upon the unrepentant 

world.  The Seven Bowl Judgments.  

 

The Seven Scroll Judgments as well as the Seven Trumpet judgments have come to pass.  

So we’re closing in on the end of the seven years of Tribulation … closing in on the 

Lord’s Second Coming.   

 

But I think you’ll notice a bit of a shift as we look at this last series of judgments.  A shift 

in God’s purpose really, because whereas the Scroll Judgments and the Trumpet 

Judgments were undeniably intended to turn the heart of man … these final judgments, 

the Bowl judgments don’t seem to have that same purpose.  They don’t seem so much 

intended to turn the heart of man, as they do to actually punish those who refuse to turn.   

 

Let’s have a look …   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 1: Twice in this chapter (here and again in verse 17), a voice is heard coming 

from the Temple.  And to remind you … as we closed out the last chapter, there was 

only one who remained in the Temple … and that was God.   

 

Which leaves very little room for doubt … that this is God issuing this commandment.   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 2: Taking us back to chapter 13 and what’s referred to there as The Mark of the 

Beast.  Some mark of allegiance to the Antichrist.  Without which … no one will be able 

to buy or sell.   

 

So the first of this series of final plagues is a plague of sores that affects only those who 

have received the mark.   

 

In the Greek, the phrase is kakos poneros helkos (kak-os' pon-ay-ros' hel'-kos), which 

describes a painful, weeping and spreading, but singular ulcer of the flesh.   

 

Sounds nasty!  And it is most likely intended to depict the sin that these people were 

refusing to repent of … a painful, weeping and spreading ulcer of the flesh.  

 

And as I said, this plague is, for the first time, selectively poured out.  It doesn’t affect the 

righteous and the unrighteous like previous plagues have.  This one affects only those 
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who took The Mark of the Beast or the number of his name on their hand or on their 

forehead.  

 

And since the ulcer that’s described is singular … one ulcer per sinner … many believe, 

and I’m inclined to agree, that this amounts to some breakdown of the mark itself … 

some erosion that begins wherever they received the mark.   

 

Remember why they took the mark in the first place … it was for personal comfort.  It 

was because they believed the promises of the Antichrist … that he was going to fix 

everything (the banking system and healthcare and all the other woes of society), but they 

were all lies. 

 

God tells us to put our trust in Him … not man.  Not in any man.  But in this case it goes 

even deeper because this is not a mere man.  This is the Antichrist … Satan incarnate you 

might say.  The embodiment of evil … wrapped up in the most attractive package 

imaginable.   

 

And as he’s done since the Garden of Eden … he convinces many during the Tribulation 

that he will take care of them.  That if they will take his mark of allegiance … then they’ll 

be part of the winning team.  But he is a liar! 

 

King David understood this well because he’d done quite a bit of business with the devil 

and lived to tell about it.  He wrote …  

 
Ps 55:19 God will hear and answer them — Even the one who sits enthroned 

from of old — Selah. With whom there is no change, And who do not fear 

God. 20 He has put forth his hands against those who were at peace with 

him; He has violated his covenant.  21 His speech was smoother than butter, 

But his heart was war; His words were softer than oil, Yet they were drawn 

swords. 22 Cast your burden upon the LORD and He will sustain you … 

 

It’s bad enough to make the wrong choice and sign on with the loosing team, but what the 

Psalmist is saying is that in due time Satan will turn on those who choose him as their 

leader.   

 

Q. And haven’t you found that to be true … even when we follow his suggestions? – 

He says “It’ll be fun.  You’re gonna love it.”  And sin is fun and we do love it, but when 

we engage in it … it turns on us and the pain always outweighs the pleasure in the long 

run. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 3: All those years of work by Al Gore and Greenpeace … gone!  How 

disappointing that’ll be for them.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 4:  First the salt water and then the fresh water.   

 

But it doesn’t say that it’s poisoned or even that they can’t drink it … they can, but it’s 
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blood.   

 

They go to the tap and get a tall glass of blood.  They shower in blood, wash their clothes 

in blood … even the toilet is flushed with blood.  Unimaginable.   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verses 5-7:  We’ve already read that there’s an angel who seems to be in charge of fire 

(Revelation 14:18).  Now here we’re introduced to what seems to be an angel in charge 

of water.  And a little later, an angel who’s apparently in charge of the sun (verse 8).   

 

So not only do God’s angles have some responsibility for human beings (Psalm 91:11 & 

Hebrews 1:14), but apparently also for the conditions that make earth inhabitable.   

 

And this angel of the waters and then the martyred saints … they’re sort of just saying 

“Right on God.  You are righteous and holy and have judged rightly.” 

 

And God’s judgments are ALWAYS right! 

 

Q. But is the angel right when he says that the unrepentant deserve what they’re 

getting?  Do they deserve to have a flesh eating sore inflicted upon them?  Do they 

deserve the unbelievable stench that would be produced by the 343 quintillion 

gallons of blood that the oceans would contain … not to mention the hundreds of 

millions of tons of rotting flesh when all the sea life dies? Do they deserve to have all 

the fresh water on the earth turned to blood and then to have to suffer the thirst 

that would come with that?  Do they deserve all that? – Sure they do!  In our more 

sober moments we realize and would have to confess that we all deserve that and more 

and yet … it sounds so harsh. 

 

Q.  But why would justice so harsh to us? – Because year after year and century after 

century, Satan has stolen from us the awareness of God’s mercies and with that, he’s 

stolen from our hearts, the gratefulness that God is due.   

 

See, we forget that without God’s mercies to overwhelm it … justice must be carried out.  

We forget that in the absence of God … darkness is all that remains.     

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verses 8-9: So now with this flare from the sun and the intense heat that it radiates … the 

polar icecaps and so forth begin to melt.   

 

Dr. Henry Morris has calculated that sea level all over the world will rise by just over 100 

feet as a result.   

 

So anything less than 100 feet above sea level right now … will be covered by this wave 

of blood.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verses 10-11: A darkness that seems to be physical, but is certainly not natural.   

 

Q. Why do I say that? -- Because verse 10 indicates that this darkness causes some sort 
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of physical pain to those who endure it.   

 

And it should be noted that verse 11 is the last reference in the scriptures to man’s 

unrepentant heart.  The last reference to man’s unwillingness to change and to receive 

forgiveness.   

 

So it stands to reason that man’s denial of God is mentioned no more because God ceases 

calling to man’s heart at this point in the history of the future.   

 

And I can see how that, would indeed, bring about a painful darkness.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 12: God’s preparing the way for that coming battle that we talked about briefly last 

week … The Battle of Armageddon.  The battle of the nations … specifically, the nations 

from the east.  As they gather against Israel … from Megiddo to Edom.   

 

Q. And who are these kings from the east? – They’re the kings from the east just like it 

says.  There are many scholars who try to add specifics to that answer, but I’ve never 

been completely convinced any of them.  

 

No doubt, it will be predominantly the pagan country of China with all its hordes of 

people.  India with its multitudes.  Japan and Pakistan and many others for a total of 

200,000,000 people (Revelation 9:16)!   

 

And God dries up the River to allow them easy passage.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verses 13-14: That is … out of the mouth of Satan and out of the mouth of the Antichrist 

and out of the mouth of the False Prophet came forth these frog-like things.    

 

Most scholars interpret John’s use of the word “frogs” as a Hebraism … that what came 

forth from their mouths was ugly, nasty and slimy … not that they were literally frogs or 

even looked like frogs.   

 

Q. But why would world leaders … the kings of the world … follow frogs (or 

whatever these ugly, nasty, slimy things are), to the Battle against Israel? – Because 

satanic suggestions can be overwhelmingly powerful.   

 

These frogs are croaking out a Satanic message.  And as they whisper it and whisper it 

and whisper it … sooner or later these leaders will, one by one, find themselves saying 

“Hey, I’ve got a great idea …”   

 

Our only protection for this is to, as 1st Corinthians 2:16 instructs us … to “have the 

mind of Christ.”   

 

So pray for leaders at all levels and in all locations.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 15: A parenthetical note written, not to the inhabitants of the earth because their 
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eternity has been sealed at this point, and not to those in Heaven because they’ll already 

have divine knowledge, but this is written … to you and to me for the day in which we 

live and read.   

 

Followers of Christ and those searching for truth in 2017.  It’s as if the Lord knew that 

we were going to need a note of hope as we read about of all this judgment and carnage.  

A little note of encouragement to remind us that the choice is still open and ours to make.   

 

So He says to us … be ready because I will come to rescue you on a day and at an hour of 

which you do not know. So just be ready.   

 

Q.  And by the way … do you realize that you can’t be ready tomorrow?  To be 

ready tomorrow is procrastination and what it means is that you’re not ready.   

 

You can only be ready today … now … and that’s what the Lord’s encouraging us to do 

here! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 16: So these demons are successful.  These slimy, frog-like things persuade the 

kings of the east (or literally, the kings from the rising sun), to take their armies and go up 

against Israel and her God in the Battle of Armageddon.   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 17: Consider again this “evil trinity” from the previous passage … take a look at 

the bigger picture of these bowls of wrath and their targets. 

 

Q. Who was it that forced the people to take the mark and forbid them the right to 

buy and sell without it? – It was the False Prophet or the Beast From the Land.  The 

Antichrist’s right-hand man.   

 

Q. And who’s the first plague aimed at? – Those on the land who took The Mark of 

The Beast 

 

And then beginning in verse 3 and running all the way through verse 12, we see plagues 

that affect the water … 

 

Q. And who is the Beast From the Water as we studied back in chapter 13? – Ya, the 

Antichrist.  In fact, verse 10 of this chapter specifically tells us that God is targeting this 

man of perdition with these plagues … him and his throne and his followers. 

 

And then finally … in verse 17 … God’s wrath is poured out upon the air.  So we have 

The Beast from the Land (or The False Prophet), and we have The Beast From the Sea 

(or The Antichrist), and we have The Prince of the Power of the Air (or Satan himself 

[Ephesians 2:2]) -- the evil trinity.   

 

And God targets them and those who’ve partnered with them with these final plagues and 

then He says “it is done.”  
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And you can almost hear in those words a divine sigh!   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verses 18-21: In His discussion with Job, the Lord asks him …  

 

Job 38:22 "Have you entered the storehouses of the snow, Or have you seen 

the storehouses of the hail, 23 Which I have reserved for the time of distress, 

For the day of war and battle?  
 

And Isaiah the Prophet describes this same cataclysmic event in …  

 

Isa 24:17 Terror and pit and snare Confront you, O inhabitant of the earth. 

18 Then it will be that he who flees the report of disaster will fall into the pit, 

And he who climbs out of the pit will be caught in the snare; For the 

windows above are opened, and the foundations of the earth shake. 19 The 

earth is broken asunder, The earth is split through, The earth is shaken 

violently. 20 The earth reels to and fro like a drunkard And it totters like a 

shack, For its transgression is heavy upon it, And it will fall, never to rise 

again.   

 

Q. So when it says in verse 19 of this morning’s text that the cities of the nations fell 

… what cities is it talking about? – All of them … “the cities of the nations”! – 

 

Oklahoma City, Dallas, Wichita, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, Atlanta, 

Tokyo, Seattle, London, Sydney, Mexico City, Toronto, Philadelphia, San 

Francisco, and the list goes on and on and on … they all fall.   

 

But the City of Babylon stands alone in this expression of God’s wrath and in fact, He 

devotes the next two chapters to His wrath upon Babylon.   

 

 And there we have The Bowl Judgments: (Revelation 15:1 - 16:21) 

 

  1.  Malignant sores. 

  2.  The sea is turned to blood and all of the sea life is killed. 

  3.  Fresh water is turned to blood. 

  4.  Men are scorched with fire from the sun. 

  5.  A painful darkness falls over the kingdom and men gnaw their own  

  tongues because of the pain.   

  6.  The Euphrates is dried up to allow the gathering of the armies from the  

  east. 

  7.  And the greatest earthquake of all time is ultimately eclipsed by 100  

  pound rocks of ice falling from the sky.   

________________________________________________________________ 

Conclusion: It is done!   

 

Remember what Jesus cried from the cross … “It is finished!”   
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At the cross, the work of God was finished (John 19:30).  At Armageddon, the wrath of 

God will be completed.   

 

Such a beautiful contrast.  Such a simple choice!  


